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Abstract

The INS 2f>.5-Mllz split coaxial RFQ, a linac that
accelerates ions wiLli a c.harge-to-mass ratio greater than
l/;tO from 1 to 't.'i.'t ke.V/u, is now undergoing ficcelera-
tion tests with a beam of molecular nitrogen (N-t) ions.
l{f*.siilLs so far obtained show that J.Ji<; JtJ'Q operates in
accordance with the design. Presented arc preliminary nv
suits on the beam performance: einittances of the in- and
(Mil put beams, otilpitt energy and its spread, and heam
transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION

At tin* Institute for Nuclear Study (INS), we are con-
ducting acreleralion tests of a 25.5-MHz split coaxial RFQ
(Radio Frequency Quadrupole) by using molecular nitro-
gen (N-t) inns. 'This linac accelerates ions with a charge-
to-mass ratio greater than 1/liO from 1 to 45.4 keV/u. The
whole cavity, 2.1 m in length ami 0.90 m in inner diam-
eter, consists of three module-cavities and has modulated
vanes. The cavity underwent successfully low-power tests
(frequency tuning, Q-xnUic. measurement, iii(;asurenients of
field strengths near the vane tips) and rf conditioning [I,
2, 3|. On January 22, 199-1, the. first heam nccoleration
was performed; N.J" ions were acceleralrd up to 11n* design
energy.

This paper describes preliminary results of accelera-
tion tests .so far conducted. Sinn; the. present low-energy
beam transport line has no device for ion separation, the.
input beam contains ions other than Nj" ones. Though
this prevent us from clear discussion on the beam perfor-
mance, preliminary results are consistent with 1WHMTKQ
predictions.

II. AOCIXKRATION TKST STAND

The setup of the. acceleration test stand is shown in
l|lig. 1. Nitrogen ions are provided by a 2.8(>-CH/ IIC'II
(Electron Cyclotron Resonance) ion source. The source
is a compact one, equipped with permanent magnets: six
bar magnets for a sextupole field and two ring ones for a
mirror field in the axial direction. Ions are extracted from
the source at a potential of 28 kV.

In tli(! low-energy beam transport line, four oiuzel
lenses focus the beam and match its emiltance with the
RI'*Q acceptmic*!. The. voltages applied to the einzel lenses
wore optimized by using a computer code TRA(!KI\ a ray
tracer [-1J. TRA('KI* simulates the particle motion in an
einzel lens, whose electric field is computed by SUIM'-R-
FISJ1. In l.he present system, we cannot discriminate the
aimed N.j" ions from l.he contamination of other ions: N + ,
N**, and II2()+. Tin's problem will be. soon solved by in-
stalling a bending magnet between einzel lenses 2 and ',\.
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Figure 2. Kmittance proliles of the input beam. Tin- bars
indicate measured proliles, ;LIK1 the ellipses the designed
emitlances inalching to tin; Hl'Q acceptance (t,, — 0.0 ir
mm-mrad).

The high energy beam lr;insport line was designed so
n.s to meiusure I In* parameters of the output beam: brain
currents of accelerated ions and unaccrlrrated ones, trans-
verse emil.laiici'K, kinetic: energy and its spread. In the
design, all the ions accelerated up to the design energy are
focused into the Faraday cup ,"J at the downstream end. For
the energy-spread lue.'Lsnrernent, we .set the slit in front of
the t'iiriidny cup and focus the beam onlo it. Tin: designed
energy resolution A/•.'//•.' is .-LO.3'1%, whereas 1'Ali.MTF.Q
predicts .'lfi energy spread of i;j..'J%.

III . ACCKl.KltATION TlvSTS

A. k'mittance Afcasiirrmcnts

Figure 2 shows ine.Lsured profiles of th« horizontal and
vertical eiuittances of the input lieam. 'Die proliles are the
ones at the roar slit of the eniittance monitor I; the slit
position is ().!) cm III> llie I!.I''Q entrance. The bars indi-
cate profiles cut off at a threshold level, fi% of the maxi-
mum density. The ellipses indicate the ernittances match-
ing the designed lil 'Q acceptance. The ellipse area is 411
>T mm-mrad {the normalized emittance is U.G TT muwurad).
The matching between the beam emittance and the Hl'Q
acceptance is not yet perfect: the beam is slightly off the
axis. Tor better matching, devices for the deem steering
will lie soon installed.

Figure I! shows the emittance profiles of the output
beam at the rear slit of the eiuittaiice monitor 2. The slit
position is 71..'J cm down the vane end. The ellipses are
the designed emittances. The area ix 61.0 ir inmiurad,
and the normalized emittanre is ().(> TT inm-inrad (the nor-
malized !)()%-einilUnr.es given by I'ARMTIXJ are 0.458 IT
rrtrti'iitrad in the horizontal plane and 0.470 TT inm-mrad in
the vertical plane). The observed emittances have larger
areas. This might be attributed to the input beam: it has
ion.s out of the acceptance ellipses and contains ions other
than N.t" ones.

li. llctim Enmpj

Figure A shows the currents of accelerated ions as func-
tions of the current exciling the bending magnet, and

I'igure 3. Kmitlance profiles of tin; output lieam. The
bars indicate measured proliles, and the ellipses the de-
signed emittauces (e,, = 0.6 TT mmiiirad).

demonstrates that the ion.s are accelerated to the design
energy. The Itl'Q operated at an intervane voltage i'vv of
100.5 kV, or a normalized intervane voltage l'n of 1.07; V,,
= Vvr(u|M.T.'ilion)/l<'vv(desii;ii)(= 102.0 kV). In the ligure,
we present the results of four measurements for ion species:
N j , N"1", N + t , anil ll-.O^. At each mesurement, the cur-
rents oft.be quadrupote magnets were adjusted so that all
accelerated ions of the aimed species might be focused iulo
the Faraday cup X The slit in front of the Faraday cup
w:us fully opened; therefore, the signal widths do not mean
energy spread.

From the signal heights, the numbers of ion.s are in
the ratio or N.j : N+ : NH' : I l 2 ( ) h = (JO : 7 : I :
2. Among the observed ions, N*, N f , and llaO*" were
produced in the ion source, but N + + would be created
through Hie dissociation process of accelerated Nj ions,
since the intervaiie voltage is so high (V'n = 4.3 for N + + )
that the transverse motion of the ions is instahle in the
lll 'Q (I'AHM'I'IOQ predicts no transmission). If the cross
section for the dissociation process is in the order of I0~ "'
cm2, the observed amount of N + + ions is reasonable.

Figure 5 shows energy proliles of accelerated N.f ions.
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Figure 4. Beam currents measured with Jhc Faraday cup
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Figures. Knergy profiles of accelerated NJ" ions.

In the measurements, the width of the horizontal slit in
front of tin- l'':ir;ulay cup It was set at ±3 mm (the esti-
mated width of a monochromatic beam), ami the inler-
vanc voltaic was 99.7 kV (l'M = 0.98) or 109.5 kV (1.07).
'J'he observed full energy spreads are ±3.5% and ±.'1.1%,
respectively. These values are almost same ;is PARMTFQ
results.

C. lieam Transmission
The current of accelerated Nt ions was measured as

a function of intervane voltage. We use a notation h (i
= I, "2, It) for a current measured with the Faraday cup i:
/j(all) = input beam current, comprising all of N.J", N"*",
N + + , and llj()+ ions, ^(all) = output heart! current of
accelerated atid iinacceleralcd ions, comprising Nt, N + ,
and II_.O+ ions; /:i(N.j) = current of accelerated Nt ions.

Figure fi shows current ratios /2(all)//|(all) and
/;i(N-t)//i(all) ;is functions of the normalized ititcrvane
voltage. At V,, = I.I, the measured /:)(Nt)//f (all) is 0.0.
'I'he transmission elliciency, delined by /:i(N.t )//|(N j ) ,
is estimated to he higher. Frofn the ciimml ratio pre-
sented in the subsection It and PAIiMTF.Q calcula-
tions yielding /.!(N + f) / / i(N + + ) = Oanil /.-i(N + )//,(N + ),
WW+)/li{\hO<-) ~ 0.5, we infer /,(Nj )//,(all) < 0.8,
arul henar the transmission efficiency ;vould be > 0.75.

The observed /;I(NJ)//|(all) increases with the inter-
vane voltage. I'AHM'l'IXJ, however, predicts a steeper in-
crease: for example, /:i(N.J)//,(Nj) = 05:! at V',, = O.i).
Considering that the vanes were machined by means of
the two-dimensional culling technique (the transverse ra-
dius of curvature at the vane lop is constant, p± = rn =
0.9-16 cm), a possible reason for the slow increase is that,
in the hunching stage, the longitudinal electric field ac-
tually generated by the vanes is weaker than that used
in the I'AH.MTKQ calculation. In other words, Au> < A.
I'AHMTF.Q uses the lowest-order two-term potential func-
tion [5J. The A pa.ami'ter is the coellicient of the term that
yields the longit.idinal electric field. The potential func-
tion for tin? actual field, however, has additional higher
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Figure 6. Current ratios /•J(all)//,(all) and /;,(N.J )//,(all)
as functions of the normalized intervane voltage.

order terms; the /IKI term is the principal one that gov-
erns the longitudinal motion. In our RFQ, the ratio A\Q/A
varies from 0.7 to 0.8 in the bunching stage [(>]. The st:pa-
ratrix would be accordingly smaller in the capture process;
as a result, the transmission efficiency might have been re-
duced.
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